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This note is a summary of my results on surfaces with canonical hyperplane 
sections (see definition below and the restriction made in chapter I), which will 
constitute, with all the details, the first four chapters of my forthcoming Ph.D.- 
thesis. It turns out that such a surface can only be a K3, a rational surface with 
one minimally elliptic singularity, an elliptic ruled surface with two simple 
elliptic singularities or a ruled surface over a curve of genus q L 1 with a singu- 
larity of genus q+ 1, each possibly with rational double points. 
While chapter I contains the definition and generalities on these surfaces, we 
consider, from chapter II on, only (irrational) ruled surfaces. In chapter III we 
describe an explicit construction of ruled surfaces with canonical hyperplane 
sections, which we carry out in detail for double covers of iP2 and quartic 
surfaces, this being the most important example. In particular, we give 
equations for all normal quartic surfaces, up to isomorphism, containing either 
one singularity of genus 2 or two simple elliptic singularities (i.e. all quartic 
surfaces with isolated singularities, birational to an irrational ruled surface, 
except for cones), giving in each case the additional rational singularities. 
It was J.Y. Merindol who drew my attention to the possibilities for anti- 
canonical divisors on minimal ruled surfaces (see Ch. II), and consequently to 
the number and type of the occurring singularities we encounter on ruled 
surfaces of the required type (see car. 6). Also car. 4 and car. 5 were inspired by 
him (see his C.R. note [MI). 
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Independently, Y. Umezu [U] obtained many of the results contained in 
chapters I & II. 
In this note we use for (minimal) ruled surfaces the notation of [HI, V.2. 
Finally, all varieties below are defined over an algebraically closed field k, 
char(k) # 2,3. 
I. PROPERTIES OF SURFACESWITH CANONICAL HYPERPLANE SECTIONS 
Let X be a projective algebraic surface. 
DEFINITION 1. X is called a surface with canonical hyperplane sections, if 
either: 
(1) there exists an embedding i : XGP’, gr3, such that a general hyper- 
plane section C is a canonically embedded curve in that hyperplane, or 
(2) X contains a g-dimensional linear system L, 812, of which a general 
element is a smooth hyperelliptic curve C of genus g, such that TrcL = I& ) 
and such that the corresponding rational map h = bp~ : X-+ lPg is a finite 
morphism of degree 2 onto a surface X in P. 
Note that (1.2) is simply the hyperelliptic analogon of (1 .l). Also in the 
hyperelliptic case (1.2) we will call the curves C E L hyperplane sections, though 
they are not such in the true sense. One may ask the question whether the 
surfaces satisfying (1.2) also belong to those defined by (1. l), if we embed X 
with some mutiple m.L of L, m r 2. It turns out, that this is not always the case, 
and we classify for a great deal the surfaces defined by (1.2) for which there 
exists no m 12, such that v)m~(X) SEX has canonically embedded hyperplane 
sections. However, if g = 2, there exist such m, in fact one can take m = 3. 
From now on we only consider those surfaces atisfying (1.2), for which there 
exists an m such that i = cpmL : XC, lPN (N = dim 1 ml, ) ) represents X as a surface 
mentioned in (1.1). (This means that for any abstract property of our surfaces, 
it is enough to prove it for those of (1. l).) 
Let now II : X+X be the minimal resolution of the singularities of X. Then 
we derive with global algebro-geometric methods the following 
PROPOSITION 2. Let X be a surface with canonical hyperplane sections of 
genus g, and let n : X’+X be the minimal resolution of its singularities. Then: 
(a) if the hyperplane sections of X are non-hyperelliptic, deg(X) = 2g - 2; 
(b) dim H’(X, flxx) = 0 and dim H2(X, Ox) = 1, so p,(X) = 1; 
(c) X is normal, and if the hyperplane sections of X are non-hyperelliptic, X 
is projectively normal; 
(d) the Kodaira dimension of X’ equals - 03 or 0. In the second case x’ is a 
minimal K3 surface. 
EXAMPLES 3. 
(1) Any quartic surface in lP3 with isolated singularities. 
(2) Any minimal K3 surface embedded by a complete system (more gener- 
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ally, one may allow rational double points here). Taking double covers of lP2 
branched along a smooth sextic gives an example of an X with hyperelliptic 
“hyperplane sections”. 
(3) Cones over canonically embedded (non-hyperelliptic) curves. The 
hyperelliptic analogon of this is the double cover of the cone in IPg over a 
rational normal curve of degree g - 1 in [Pg- ’ , branched along 2g + 2 different 
rulings. 
We then proceed to prove that X&~-O on X as a Weil divisor, and this, 
together with the fact that X is normal implies 
COROLLARY 4. Let X be a surface with canonical hyperplane sections, 
7c : X+X its minimal resolution. Then: 
(a) x’ contains a unique positive anticanonical divisor W’; 
(b) if XE Sing(X), then either x is a rational double point and n-‘(x) does 
not meet supp( W’), or x is a non-rational singularity and II- ‘(x) is a connected 
component of supp( W?; 
(c) supp( W’) = U n-r(x), the union being taken over the non-rational singu- 
larities x of X; 
(d) all singularities of X are Gorenstein, and the dualizing sheaf 0% of X is 
isomorphic to I!&. 
To conclude this chapter, we deduce from the Leray spectral sequence for the 
morphism z and the sheaf 0X 
COROLLARY5. Let X be a surface with canonical hyperplane sections and let 
Sing(X) = {x1, . . . ,x,} . Then: 
(a) if X is a K3 surface, X can only contain rational double points as singu- 
larities; 
(b) if X is rational, C I= r pg(Xi) = 1; 
(c) if X is ruled over a curve of genus q L 1, 1 r= 1 pg(xi) = q + 1. 
(Here we mean by pg(x) the genus of the singularity x, i.e. dim,#irr,&),.) 
II.RULEDSURFACESWITHCANONICALHYPERPLANESECTIONS 
The main topic of this chapter is to determine how many and what kind of 
non-rational singularities an irrational ruled surface X with canonical hyper- 
plane sections contains. 
Let (p : X+X” be a relatively minimal model of the minimal resolution X’, let 
IV’= ~,W’E ) - Kxn I, IV’ the unique anticanonical divisor on x’ (see car. 4). 
Then first we prove a proposition to the effect that x’ arises from X” by 
blowing up points only on W” (in fact here one has to take account of infinitely 
near points to be blown up), and consequently one easily derives that W” and 
IV’ have the same number of connected components. 
Subsequently we determine all possibilities for positive anticanonical divisors 
on minimal ruled surfaces. It turns out that if Y is such a surface over a curve r 
ofgenusq>l,if )-Ky)#Oandif W”EJ--K~[, theneither 
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(i) qz 1 and W”=2C0 + fibres, Cc, being a section, or 
(ii) q = 1 and W” = C, + C, , C0 and Ci two disjoint sections. Then we are in 
the situation to prove 
COROLLARY 6. Let X be a surface with canonical hyperplane sections, biratio- 
nally equivalent to a ruled surface over a curve r of genus qz 1, II : X-+X its 
minimal resolution. Then: 
(a) if q = 1, the non-rational singularities of X consist of either one singu- 
larity x with &(x) = 2, or two simple elliptic singularities xi, with R- ‘(xi) eT, 
i= 1,2; 
(b) if q 22, X contains exactly one non-rational singularity x with J+(X) = 
=q+l; 
(c) the minimal resolution R is good in regard to all singularities of X, and 
in the first case of (a) and in (b), n-‘(x) consists of one non-rational curve 
isomorphic to f, plus smooth rational curves. 
III. CONSTRUCTION OF RULED SURFACES WITH CANONICAL HYPERPLANE 
SECTIONS CONTAINING ONE NON-RATIONAL SINGULARITY 
In this chapter we will occupy ourselves with irrational ruled surfaces with 
canonical hyperplane sections with one non-rational singularity, which is, 
according to car. 6 the only possibility when q > 1. 







X” p *I- 
Here: 
- X is the surface with canonical hyperplane sections of genus g, having one 
non-rational singularity x; 
- rr : X’+X the minimal resolution; 
- v, : X+X” a relatively minimal model of x’; 
- p : X”+T the projection of the minimal ruled surface X” onto its base curve 
r;pg(r)=qll, sop,(x)=q+l. 
In the hyperelliptic case we replace the upper row in the above diagram by 
X’.xh.xwPg. 
Let L” = p,n*L, L the system of hyperplane sections on X, L” is contained in 
some complete system 1 aCo + Afl , UE Z, A E PicQ on X”, and will have 
(possibly infinitely near) base points. Now on the one hand, as we saw in 
chapter II, L” must have all its base points on W” = v)* W’E I- Kxn I. On the 
other hand, by car. 4, after blowing up all the base points of L”, the strict 
transform c’ of a general element C”EL” is disjoint from the anticanonical 
divisor W’ arising from W”. So, to construct our surfaces we have to: 
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(A) take a minimal ruled surface X” which has I- Kxfl 1 #0 and fix a 
connected W” E I- Kxw 1 (connected because we have only one non-rational 
singularity); 
(B) fix an a 11 and a d E Pit(T) and find all linear subsystems L “c 1 UC, + 
+ dfl which have their basepoints exactly on w” (i.e. all basepoints of L” lie on 
W”, and a C” E L w has no variable intersections with W”. Here again infinitely 
near basepoints come in, for instance when W” has multiple components). 
Here, after constructing such an L “, a general curve C” of L M may turn out to be 
hyperelliptic; 
(C) in the non-hyperelliptic case (try to) determine cpLn(X'7c IPg. In the 
hyperelliptic case, (try to) determine R= h(X) and the branch curve of h on X. 
Of course, explicitly blowing up the basepoints found in (B), one finds the 
exceptional divisor n- i(x) = supp( W’) and possible exceptional divisors for 
rational singularities. 
To simplify matters, we first prove a proposition which says that if 
X” = IPr( A), we may suppose that 6 is decomposable, and L "C I aC1 I, C, a 
section disjoint from the Ce appearing in W” (see ch. II), C, being the unique 
section on X” with self intersection less than zero. As a consequence we get 
relations between the numbers a, q, g and e = e(X’) (and the multiplicities in the 
base points of L”). This enables us to prove theorems 7 and 8, showing that the 
case II = 1 indeed only gives cones (of course a is equal to the degree of embed- 
ding of a general fibre of xl’), and that if qz2, the number of possibilities is 
rather limited. The limit gr 10 in thm. 8 is chosen arbitrarily. 
THEOREM 7. If a= 1, i.e. if the rulings of X” are transformed into straight 
lines on X, thenX’=X”= P,-(b$-@@(-Kr)), g=qr2, and L”= IC, I. 
If r is not hyperelliptic, X is the cone over the canonically embedded curve 
ulK,(r)- 
If r is hyperelliptic, 8 is the cone over the rational normal curve pKr(r) of 
degree q- 1 in Ipq-’ and X is the double cover of 8 branched over 2q+2 
different lines on X through the vertex. 
THEOREM 8. Let X be a surface with canonical hyperplane sections of genus g, 
birationally equivalent to a ruled surface over a curve r of genus q 2 2, which is 
not a cone. Then gz 5, and for 5 ~gr 10 there are the following possibilities: 
(i) g=5: q=a=e=2; then X’=X”=lPr(@r@&(-Kr)), and L”=12C1j, 
which is a system of hyperelliptic curves; X is the Veronese surface in IF”, and X 
is the double cover of X branched along six smooth tonics on X going through 
one point; 
(ii) g=6, 7, 8: q=a=2, e=g-3; 
(iii) g=9: q=a=2, e=6, or 
q=3, a=2, e=4; then X’= X”= Ipr(@+ @J-( - Kr)), and 
L” = I2Ci I ; in this case the surface X is the double Veronese 
embedding of the cone plc, 1(X”) in lP3 if r is not hyperelliptic; 
if r is hyperelliptic, Xa (PI 2c1 1 (X”); 
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(iv) g= 10: q=a=2, e=7, or 
q=3, a=2, e=5, or 
q=2, a=3, e=2; then x’= X” = Pr( +@ &( - Kr)), and 
L”= I3Ci1, which is a system of non-hyperelliptic curves, 
x=q3c,Iw?. 
REMARK 8.1. We also prove that on the surfaces in thm. 8 at most Ai-singu- 
larities occur as rational double points, and we give for each the maximal 
number of them. 
REMARK 8.2. Because of the simplification made in regard to the minimal 
model X” and L”, the number e in thm. 8 is in each case equal to minus the self- 
intersection of the only non-rational curve in n-‘(x). 
REMARK 8.3. Except for the explicitly described surfaces in thm. 8, we do not 
assure the existence of surfaces corresponding to the given values of a, e, g, q, 
though we feel sure there exists at least one family of surfaces for each set of 
values {a, e, g, q} in the theorem, of which we give an example below (see 
appendix). 
ELLIPTICRULEDSURFACES 
For the rest of this chapter we deal exclusively with elliptic ruled surfaces, so 
let’s take a fixed elliptic base curve T=E. We now describe how we carry out 
the program summed up in (A), (B), (C) above in this case, assuming, as we 
may, that X” = lPE( &), with 6’ decomposable, and L n c 1 aC1 1. In fact we work 
things out in detail only for g=2 and 3, and for g=3 only in the non-hyper- 
elliptic case. 
step 1: Using the relations between a, q, g, e and the multiplicities ri of the 
base points Pi of L II we mentioned above, we determine, taking q = 1, for any 
fixed g the possibilities for a, e and the ri. When g = 3, we find (a, e) = (2,2) and 
rl=r2=r3=r4=1,or(a,e)=(3,1)andr~=2,r2=1.Thismeansthatforg=3we 
only have to deal with minimal models of the form X” = Xi = lP,(& @ P&( - Q)) 
(e=l) resp. X”=Xz=lPE(&@&(-Qt-Q2)) (e=2), Q,Q1,Q2cE. 
step 2: We draw all possibilities for positive anticanonical divisors IV” on 
X, and X, and possible configurations of the base points of L”, which must lie 
on the fibres contained in IV”, because a general curve of L” is disjoint from CO. 
Here some configurations are excluded because otherwise a general curve 
C”E L” would contain a fixed component or, if one wants to ignore hyper- 
elliptic possibilities, as we do for g = 3, would be hyperelliptic. 
For instance, for (g,a,e) = (3,2,2) we have among others the following 
configuration. 
Here PI, 9, P4 are simple base points on X”, P2 is the direction of the fibre 
in PI; W”=2Co+fi +f&fi the fibre over Qi, i= 1,2. 
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Fig. 1 
step 3: By performing suitable elementary transformations on X” (one on 
Xi, two on X,) we transform x” into Y = E x IP’. By L y we denote the strict 
transform of L” on Y. Of course pL+V) = qL,( Y). For instance, in fig. 1 we 
apply the elementary transformations centered in RI and Rz. Then we get the 
following configuration on Y, Cye Ly a general curve: 
Fig. 2. 
Q, and Q2 are basepoints of multiplicity 1 resp. 2, in Q1 the direction of the 
fibre is fixed, in Q2 we have two fixed directions; -KY = 2Co; the gi are the 
fibres over Qi, i = 1,2. 
step 4: On Y, Ly c 1 aC, + Aft for some A E Pit(E). We now choose suitable 
bases yo, . . ..yb-1 EH’(E, B&l)) (b=deg A) and x0,x1 EH’(IP’, 0&(l)) such 
that on Y=ExlP’ the base points have “easy” coordinates. Now 
H”( Y, By(uCo+ Af)) is spanned by all products X$‘y>yj, io+ il = (z, 
j=o, . . . . b - 1, and using the conditions imposed by the base points of L y on 
Y we write down a basis { t//i(X,u)/i = 0, . . . , g) of H”( Y, L r) of forms in the Xi 
and the Yj 
If g = 3, we always find b = 3, so then choosing a basis of H”(E, &(A)) comes 
down to giving Ez pA (E) c Ip* a suitable equation h(yo,yI,y2) = 0. 
step 5: Because pL(X”) = p,+(Y) we find X (resp. 8 in the hyperelliptic 
case) as the image of the rational transformation 
W=(PL y: Y-- +lPg, 
given by 
czo921, **‘Y zg)=(voc%Y)9 Y/l(x,Y)9 ***> W&Y))* 
In the non hyperelliptic case we try to determine the inverse w-l. 
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If g = 3, indeed we show v/ to be birational by writing down its inverse 
I/-‘:xclP3-- -+Y, 
given by 
the uj and wi homogeneous of possibly different degree in Q, . . . , z3. 
step 6: In the hyperelliptic case we study the map v/ in order to find X and 
the branch curve on X of h : X-8. 
In the non hyperelliptic case we try to find equations for X with the help of 
the formulas for v/-r and equations in yo, . . . . yb- i, of ads Pb-i. 
When g = 3, we find the equation H(z) = 0 of X by inserting yi = Wi(z) in the 
equation hQ = 0 of E. This gives an identity h(w(z)) = 0, which reduces to an 
equation H(z) = 0 of degree 4. 
step 7: We get the dual graph of the exceptional divisor n-‘(x) = supp( W’) 
by blowing up the base points on X”, which shows the shape of W’. For 
instance in the case of fig. 1, blowing up P,, . . . . P4 to curves El, . . . . E4 leaves us 
with 
Fig. 3. 
Here Ef= -1, for i=2,3,4, and E:= -2; W’=2Co+f, +f2; C’is the strict 
transform of C”. 
step 8: Additional rational double points may be found by looking at 
figures as the above fig. 3, for to obtain rational double points one needs 
rational curves D with D2 = - 2, and all these occur in these figures, any other 
rational curve on X’ being the inverse image of a fibre, so having selfinter- 
section 0. 
In this special case for instance, only El has selfintersection - 2, and so n(E,) 
is an Al-singularity on X, Sing(X) = {x, n(Ei)}. 
Working all this out gives us thm. 9, in which we use the following dual graph 
notation: 
- ?e denotes a smooth elliptic curve with self intersection -e; 
- 0 stands for a smooth rational curve with self intersection -2; 
- a line segment connecting two O’s or an * and an 0 means that the corre- 
sponding curves intersect transversally in one point. 
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THEOREM 9. Let X be a surface with canonical hyperplane sections of genus g, 
birationally equivalent to a ruled surface over an elliptic curve E, with one non- 
rational singularity x, and let D be the exceptional divisor in the minimal reso- 
lution of x. Then: 
(a) if g = 2, X is isomorphic to the double cover of lP2, branched along the 
three tonics with fourfold contact in (0, 0, I), given by 
z; = zoz2 
d=zi)zy-z; 
zf=zozz-A&; 
x lies over the point (O,O, l), E is isomorphic to the double cover of P, 
branched in 0, 1,1 and 03, and D has dual graph -*TO. 
(b) if g = 3, and if we assume the hyperplane sections of X to be non-hyper- 
elliptic, either: 
X is isomorphic to a surface in Ip3 with equation 
f&7& Zl, Z2r z3) = z;z* + (Zl z3 - Wi-Jzz - z;)2 + &lz: f (1 + n&z: + 
+ &ZlZ3 - @qz2 -z;> + pzlJz1 (ZlZ3 - crzozz - 222) = 0, 
with A # 0, 1, (,u~ - 4)2 + 16Lp2 # 0, and if ,u # 0, then a2 # - 4,~; 
x=(0,0,0, I), and if: 
(bl) p#O, clr#O, Sing(X) = {x}, and D has dual graph O-T2PO; 
(b2) ,D #O, a= 0, Sing(X) = {x, (,u, O,O, - l)}, (p, 0,0, - 1) is an Al-rational 
point, and D has dual graph as in (bl); 
(b3) p = 0, a # 0, Sing(X) = {x}, and D has dual graph :,-O-O; 
0 
(b4) p = a = 0, Sing(X) = {x}, and D has dual graph 22-O-O-O, 
0 
or: 
X is isomorphic to a surface in P3 with equation 
f&Zc1,21,22,23)=Z~& +(4Z: -6z11zlzz)z3+ 4~oZ: - 3ZfZi+ 
+~(4~Z2-4~Z~)+(1+~)(2Z0Z2-2Z:)~=o, 
with A#O, 1; 
x=(0,0,0, l), Sing(X)= {x}, E is isomorphic to the double cover of Ip’ 
branched in 0, 1, A and 03, and D has dual graph 210. 
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REMARK 9.1. By car. 5,6 the above theorem gives us equations for all normal 
quartic surfaces up to isomorphism with a singularity of genus 2. 
REMARK 9.2. We warn the reader that the equations H(z) = 0 in thm. 9 do not 
give the surfaces up to projective equivalence. One can show that choosing 
suitable coordinates in step 4 above induces isomorphisms on X which are more 
complicated than projective ones (i.e. in fact we re-embed X). 
IV CONSTRUCTION OF ELLIPTIC RULED SURFACES WITH CANONICAL HYPER- 
PLANE SECTIONS CONTAINING TWO SIMPLE ELLIPTIC SINGULARITIES 
In this chapter we consider the only remaining case: elliptic ruled surfaces 
with two simple elliptic singularities (cf. car. 6). Here we proceed along exactly 
the same lines as in Ch. III for elliptic ruled surfaces to prove thm. 10, the only 
difference being that now we have to start with a couple (X”, IV”), x” a minimal 
ruled elliptic surface, W” an element of I- Kxs) consisting of two disjoint 
elliptic curves (see Ch. II). In fact this makes things easier, because now in every 
stage of blowing up points in passing from x” to X’, the anticanonical divisor 
arising from W” consists of the strict transforms of the two elliptic curves of 
IV”. This time in thm. 10 we produce an equation for every normal quartic 
surface up to isomorphism with two non-rational singularities (cf. car. 5, 6), 
but we note that remark 9.2 applies here as well. 
In the theorem below a simple elliptic surface singularity YE Y is called of 
type &, if in the minimal resolution Q : Y’ + Y the smooth elliptic curve Q-IQ) 
has self-intersection i - 9, i = 7,8. 
THEOREM 10. Let X be a surface with canonical hyperplane sections of genus 
g, birationally equivalent to a ruled surface over an elliptic curve E, with two 
simple elliptic singularities xi, x2. Then: 
(a) if g = 2, X is isomorphic to the double cover of P*, branched along the 
three tonics given by 
(a+4.&=z,z2, cu,AEk, IZfO,l, 
which are tangent to each other in the points (0, I, 0) and (0, 0,l). The points x1 
and x2 lie over (0, 1,O) resp. (O,O, 1) and are both of type &. 
If cw#O, - 1, -A, Sing(X)= {x1,x2}. 
If (Y = 0, - 1, - A, one of the three tonics consists of the tangent lines to the 
other two in the points (0, 1,O) and (0, 0, l), which intersect in (1, 0, 0), and then 
Sing(X) = {x1, x2,u}, y an A i-rational singularity lying over (1 , 0,O). 
In all cases E is isomorphic to the double cover of F” branched in 0, 1, A 
and 00. 
(b) if g = 3, and if we assume the hyperplane sections of X to be non-hyper- 
elliptic, either: 
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X is isomorphic to a surface in lP3 with equation 
wzo,z1,22,23) = zo + A& + (1 + m&lZ2 +pzoz: + (1 +iu)zrz& + 
+ VZijZ3+@&~+C7QZlZ2Z3=0; 
x1 = (0, l,O,O), x2 = (O,O, 1,O) and both are of type ,??, and if 
(bl) p # 0, we may assume $ + v6t2 + et06 +pti = 0 has three distinct roots 
(to, t2). Here Sing(X) = {xi, x2}. 
(b2) p=O, e#O, v2#4@, Sing(X)={~,,x~,y}, y=(O,O,O,l) is of typeA*; 
(b3) p=e=O, v#O, Sing(X)={xl,x2,y}, y=(O,O,O, 1) is of typeA2; 
(b4) p=v=g=O, Sing(X)={~~,~~,y},y=(O,O,O,l)isoftypeA~; 
W) cc=& v,e+O, v2=4e, Sing(X)=(xl,x2,y1,~2}, y1=(0,0,0,1) and 
y2=(v,0,0, -2) are of type A,, 
or: 
X is isomorphic to a surface in Ip3 with equation 
ff(Zo9Z19Z2,Z3)=Z1Z: +ZiZ2 +ZfZ~+AZ~Z:+,U&ZlZ2Z3 =O; 
xi = (0, l,O, 0), x2 = (O,O, 1,O) and both are of type Es; Sing(X) = {x1,x2}. 
REMARK 10.1 For both equations in thm. 10.b there is some condition on the 
coefficients in order that the surfaces defined by them have only isolated singu- 
larities. 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix we describe an example of a surface with canonical hyper- 
plane sections which is ruled over a curve of genus 2, and which is not a cone or 
the Veronese embedding of a cone. It corresponds to {g, 4, a, e} = (6, 2, 2, 3) 
of thm. 8. (ii), and is constructed with the same method we employed in Ch. III 
and IV for elliptic ruled surfaces. 
So let r be a curve of genus 2, and embed it in Ip4 with the complete system 
12K,+2Pl, PEG. Let P1,P2~r, such that P1+P2elKrl, P,#P2, Pi#P, 
i= 1,2. Lety,, . . . . y4 be homogeneous coordinates on Ip4; we may assume them 
to be chosen in such a way that, if Hi is the hyperplane yi = 0, 
r.Ho=2P, +2P2+2P 
r.ffl= P,+ P,+3P+Q 
i--Hz= 4P+2Q 
4 r*Hj= Pl+P+ xi=1 Si 
r*H4= g=, Tj, 
withQ,Si,TjEP,QsuchthatP+QEJKrI,and{P,P,,P2,Q,Sr ,..., S4,7’r ,..., Th} 
a set of fourteen different points, except for the possibility P= Q. 
Let x0,x1 be coordinates on IF”, and let Co be the curve on TX Ip’ defined by 
x()=0. 
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Now X is the image of TX IP’ under the birational map v/ : TX Ip’ - - --t lP6 
defined by 
(1) (ZOA, ***9 26) = (~~O,~.y,,~~2,~~~,~O~l~O,~O~l~l,~~4 -&O)v 
which has as its inverse 
(xotxl)xolo,..., Y4)=(ZO,b)X(Zo2,ZOZI,ZOZ2,ZOZ3,ZOb+z42). 
This shows that w induces a biregular correspondence of the open pieces 
xflo#O resp. zo#O, and v/(Co)=(O ,..., 0, l), which is the non-rational singu- 
larity of X of genus 3. 
To see that indeed X has canonical hyperplane sections, consider the curve 
CCX defined by z6 = ,$jy4 - .$yo = 0 (2). This equation represents C as a double 
cover of r, because (yo,y4) # (0,O) on f. Let r : C-T be the covering map; r is 
branched over the six points K, i = 1, . . . , 6, defined by y4 = 0 on r, because for 
fixed yo, y4, (2) has only a double root if y. = 0 or y4 = 0, but over the points with 
y. = 0 the curve defined by (2) on TX P’ has a double point, for there y. has a 
double zero, so these points do not count as branch points. 
By (2), on C we have x1 =xoim; substituting this in (1) and dividing all 
coordinates by .I,$, we find that C is embedded in the hyperplane HC lP6 given 
by z6 = 0 in the following way: 
c?&Zl, a*‘, zs) = cvO,Y,,Y2,Y3,YO~~,Y~~~), 
the yi viewed as forms on C via the morphism T : C-+K 
Let R be the branch divisor of 7 on C. Then R is defined on C by fi = 0, and 
Kc- t*Kr+ R. Now one can check that the divisors Di, cut out on C by z;=O, 
all contain r*(P), and that Di - r*(P) -Kc, i = 0, 1, . . . ,5. For instance 
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